PLAIN

Plain

PLAIN sliding door line is an especially produced door system by observing the current trends of
this moment in the constructive structure and appearance of furniture. The design of case profile is
formed as a minimally visible line accent in the vertical sides of doors. They clearly mark the visible
guideline and highlight the material of door facade, texture thereof. PLAIN door line is created as
single-sided or double-sided door system with 4 mm glass packing material. The case profile silver
anoding tone additionally emphasizes the fashionable appearance of decorative glass or mirror
packing, thus imparting a unique visual effect and making the main accent of the room.

Plain
Thanks to the special form of case, PLAIN
siding doors can be used both as interspace delimitating doors and as doors of
built-in wardrobes. Application thereof
depends on the function of the room and
requirements of usage.
The constructive structure of PLAIN
sliding doors is similar to other
analogues of sliding doors – aluminium
case (vertical and horizontal profiles)
with resistance elements and decorative
glass packing attached to the facade.

Plain hinge door
PLAIN system is available also in swing door version. The modification of these doors are mainly
provided for mounting in furniture corps or in specially prepared alcoves. The version of swing
doors usually is offered with bilateral glass packing.
The swing doors PLAIN consists of plastically forms, a bit incurved handle, that harmonically
includes into the total shape of doors. The hinges of the swing doors have specially created design
with the fastening at the ends of the vertical profiles. It allows to create more compact hinge
mechanisms and ensures excellent and modern visual appearance.

Plain additional items
Additional items of PLAIN sliding and swing doors ensure the necessary solutions of installation
and convenient use of doors in different situations.

PLAIN handle of rectangular shape harmonically includes into the total shape of doors. It
rises plainly over the packing plane and ensures
convenient opening of doors.

The usage of the different additional items
(mini ledges, vertical side brushes, lockers of
screws, mechanisms, etc.) facilitate an
individual approach to creation of doors and
allows to create it according to the surrounding
interior.
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